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NNEdPro Global Centre for Nutrition and Health 
Improving health through medical nutrition knowledge 

 

 

 

 

NNEdPro Global Centre for Nutrition and Health is an award-winning interdisciplinary think tank, 

anchored in Cambridge, with principal academic and programmatic hubs in London, Ulster and Imperial. 

We are a world leading and highly innovative, training academy and knowledge network which represents 

a strategic partnership between doctors, dietitians, nutritionists, other healthcare professionals, as well 

as educators and researchers. This collaboration enables us to bring together the best of education, 

research, evaluation, and advocacy, particularly in nutrition related aspects of health and healthcare 

systems. 

 

Alongside, the four principal hubs, NNEdPro conducts and implements its key projects through its 

regional networks spanning six continents as part of the International Knowledge Application Network in 

Nutrition 2025. We develop adaptable and scalable educational models for nutrition capacity building in 

health systems. We also conduct a range of training courses, primary research studies and syntheses to 

fill key evidence gaps. Read more about our work here. 

 

Through our main Programmatic areas such as: Nutrition Education, Training and Skills (NETS), Nutrition 

Research and Innovation Consortium (NRIC), Nutritional Equity and Population Health (NEPH), and 

Implementation Research and Consulting in Nutrition (IRCN), our aim is to improve nutrition-related 

health outcomes in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals and the Decade of 

Action on Nutrition 2016-2025. 

 

Our annual International Summit is the way in which we bring our extensive knowledge networks 

together once a year in Cambridge to move the field forward. 

 SUMMER SCHOOL 2017 

 

https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/our-work
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5th NNEdPro Cambridge Summer School in Applied Human Nutrition 

 
Foundation level certificate in Applied Human Nutrition covering basic nutritional concepts, through 
current research and methods, to prevention, healthcare and policy applications. Visit the Summer 
School webpage for more information. The 2020 edition of the Summer School is co-organised with 
the School of Advanced Studies on Food and Nutrition of the University of Parma, Italy, and will be 
delivered by a contingent of internationally recognised lecturers for the occasion. The NNEdPro Global 
Centre for Nutrition and Health also works closely with the University of Cambridge, Ulster 
University and Imperial College London. 

 

6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit 

 

The International NNEdPro Summit on Medical & Public Health Nutrition Education & Research is a 

leading annual international scientific meeting in nutrition research and scientific dialogue attracting 

delegates who are key opinion leaders in the field from all over the globe. 

The 6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit will take place online, on 26th September 2020 and will 

be split between 4 webinars. This event aims to bring together over 200 experts from across the globe 

to strengthen and promote international initiatives and exchange knowledge implementation of 

medical nutrition education in practical settings.  

A 2020 Evaluation of Global Knowledge Networks in the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition is the key 

theme of the Summit and will be an opportunity to showcase examples of transferrable models in 

medical nutrition education across regions. The 2020 International Summit will target the following 

objectives: 

• Bring together expert speakers from the UK and globally from across 6 continents 

• Conduct plenary sessions and interactive panel with key opinion leaders on global systems 

perspectives 

• Organise scientific poster competition, workshops, a mini symposium and networking 

reception 

 

 
     

 NNEdPro Summer Events 

https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summer-school
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summer-school
http://www.advancedstudies.unipr.it/?lang=en
https://www.cam.ac.uk/
http://ulster.ac.uk/
http://ulster.ac.uk/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
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In previous editions of the NNEdPro Summer Events 

Over 

attendees in 
our Summits 

From over  
  

 continents  

countries   

 

key opinion 

leaders as speakers   
 

Summer School 

Alumni 
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Good nutrition is at the foundation of good health. We see healthcare and public health practitioners 
as key knowledge brokers who can promote nutrition to achieve better public health. To do this, 
NNEdPro convenes regional networks across six continents.  

 

 

I-KANN-25 initiative and linked models 

  

The International Knowledge Application Network Hub in Nutrition 2025 (I-KANN-25) is an initiative 
closely linked with our Nutrition Education, Training and Skills (NETS), which facilitates: NNEdPro 
Summer School in Applied Human Nutrition; the annual International Summit in Cambridge; and E-
learning initiatives. It seeks to connect the knowledge generated from these initiatives, to be used 
internationally through an online portal that will encourage regional adaptations and opportunities to 
facilitate learning. I-KANN 25 will be able to promote translatable information at a global level and drive 
implementation of knowledge into policy and practice, bridging the gap between Agricultural Nutrition 
and Human Nutrition. 

 
     Regional Networks Programme & I-KANN-25 

https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/regional-networks
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/i-kann-25
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/nets
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summer-school
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summer-school
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In each regional network, connected by I-KANN 25, we intend to apply two successful innovation and 
change models: 

 

• The NEPHELP (Nutrition Education Policy for Health Practice) model which seeks to change the 

default status of nutrition education within health systems by strengthening the nutrition 

workforce in each region - The original NEPHELP initiative was developed in the UK - adaptations 

of NEPHELP are now underway across regional networks internationally. 

 

• The Mobile Teaching Kitchens (MTK) model which seeks to empower marginalised community 

members to become culinary health educators by bringing together change drivers from medical 

and nutritional personnel to lay volunteers and NGOs all invested in reducing nutritional 

inequities for better health - The original MTK initiative was developed in India - adaptations of 

the MTK are now underway across regional networks internationally. 

 

I-KANN 25 is supported by the Laboratory of the Government Chemist (LGC) who manage the successful 
Food Authenticity Network, the Swiss Re Institute and the Global Open Data initiative for Agriculture 
and Nutrition (GODAN). The Nutrition in Medicine platform and BMJ Nutrition, Prevention and 
Health are key collaborating organisations in this initiative. 

  

This year our dedicated Nutrition and COVID19 Taskforce in conjunction with our journal BMJ Nutrition, 
Prevention and Health is working across I-KANN-25 activities in all our regional networks to synthesise 
and disseminate high quality evidence on food, nutrition and health in relation to the global crisis 
caused by the pandemic. 

 

The following plans will support our 6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit as well as I-KANN-25 
activities in our networks, including the NEPHELP (Nutrition Education Policy for Health Practice) 
model and the Mobile Teaching Kitchens (MTK) model. Your support will also sustain both work and 
impact in of our COVID19 taskforce. 

 

With the support of organisations that share our values and goals to create an impactful, diverse and 
insightful event, we will be able to make the 2020 International Summit as well as the NNEdPro activities 
a huge success!  

 

 

https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/nephelp
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/mtk
https://www.lgcgroup.com/
https://www.swissre.com/institute/
https://www.godan.info/
https://www.godan.info/
http://www.nutritioninmedicine.org/
https://nutrition.bmj.com/
https://nutrition.bmj.com/
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/coronavirus
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/nephelp
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/nephelp
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/mtk
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Supporter Level Visibility Plan 

DIAMOND Supporter 

£10,000 

• Predominant logo on the Summit website (with hyperlink), in the Summit 

programme as well as on the I-KANN-25 website 

• Highlighted as Diamond Supporter throughout the webpages  

• 6 full registrations to the 6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit 

• 2 full registrations to the NNEdPro Summer School in Applied Human Nutrition 

PLATINUM Supporter 

£7,500 

• Large-size logo on the congress website (with hyperlink), in the Summit programme 

as well as on the I-KANN-25 website 

• Highlighted as Platinum Supporter throughout the webpages 

• 3 full registrations to the 6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit 

• 2 full registration to the NNEdPro Summer School in Applied Human Nutrition 

GOLD Supporter 

£4,000 

• Medium-size logo on the congress website (with hyperlink), in the Summit programme 

as well as on the I-KANN-25 website 

• Highlighted as Gold Supporter throughout the webpages 

• 3 full registrations to the 6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit 

SILVER Supporter 

£2,500 

• Small size logo on the congress website (with hyperlink), in the Summit programme as 

well as on the I-KANN-25 website 

• Highlighted as Silver Supporter throughout the webpages 

• 2 full registrations to the 6th Annual NNEdPro International Summit 

 

 

Note: All prices indicated are in British Pounds and not subject to taxes as supporter contributions will be considered 

as unrestricted educational grants for the purpose of the educational event and does not constitute sponsorship.  

 

 

 
Supporter plans 

https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summer-school
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summer-school
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/summit
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A Vehicle for Health and Social Innovation in Urban Slums 

 

 

 

In 2018, NNEdPro Global Centre for Nutrition and Health, launched the Mobile Teaching Kitchen Model 
(https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/mtk)  to accelerate nutrition education and empower the marginalised 
communities. The teaching kitchen is a mobile multi-purpose space that serve as a community hub for 
malnutrition screening and prevention, health promotion, and disease prevention by promoting healthy eating 
across different sections in the society. This model has also provided the necessary means to the women from 
vulnerable communities to become micro-entrepreneurs, who through their skills in nutrition education are 
enabling communities to tackle the triple burden of malnutrition and live a healthy and a happy life.  

 

To continue sharing the nutrition education knowledge and tools, and help these women and communities 
tackle the current COVID-19 crisis, we are raising funds through our crowdfunding campaign. If you wish to 
support this noble cause, we encourage you to visit our crowdfunding campaign page and kindly donate 
towards the campaign. You can also watch the animation 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7R5TIymv7s&feature=youtu.be) to learn more about the Mobile 
Teaching Kitchens. 

 

 
Appendix: The Mobile Teaching Kitchen Project 

https://www.nnedpro.org.uk/mtk
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/mobileteachingkitchens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7R5TIymv7s&feature=youtu.be
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